Nepal from Above

The desire to spread wings and take off has been long associated with freedom. Paragliding
might be the best answer yet that man has come up with towards this dream. A true adventure
seeker shall never want to miss this wonderful and fulfilling experience. The climate and
topography of Nepal is the best for paragliding in the world.
The constant climate conditions, the lakes and the Annapurna Mountain Range make {tooltip}
Pokhara
{end-texte} Pokhara is the most famous tourist destination of Nepal and also the adventure hub
of the country. The starting point of trekking and rafting voyage of Nepal, Pokhara is a tranquil
valley full of remarkable natural beauty. The view of serene Phewa Lake with Fishtail Mountain
in its backdrop creates a magnificent magical ambience. Pokhara is surrounded by thick
forests, gushing rivers, emerald lakes and the spectacular range of snow filled Himalayan
peaks.{end-tooltip} the ideal destination for Paragliding in Nepal. Paragliding is one of the most
exhilarating and popular extreme sport in the world. People come in droves to paraglide and
experience the winds beneath their feet. If you would like to watch the sunset from a
comfortable seat in the air, supported by the buoyant evening air with prime views of {tooltip}
Phewa Lake
{end-texte} Phewa Lake is a lake of Nepal located in the Pokhara Valley near Pokhara and
Sarangkot. It is one of the beautiful and the second largest lake in Nepal and lying at an altitude
of 784 m (2,572 ft).{end-tooltip} and mountains then paragliding is for you. It is the most
simplest and serene way to fulfill man’s oldest dream – free flight.
Another aerial activity in Pokhara is the Ultra light Aircraft flight in which you enjoy the beautiful
scenery of the

mountains as well as the plateaus. You could also take a flight on a hot air ballon or micro light
aircrafts to have a good view of the cities and mountains.
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If your wish is flying above the mountains, then you could board a mountain flight and be
awe-stricken by close encounters with the majestic Himalayas. Mountain flights take-off from
{tooltip} Kathmandu {end-texte} The capital city of Nepal is a historic and cultural city of
Newars. This largest metropolitan city of Nepal hosts numerous display of magnificent Newari
art work in the form of ancient temples as well as traditional festival celebrations all year round.
Kathmandu is also the core of urban infrastructure development of Nepal and the only gateway
to the tourism adventure in Nepal. This blend of ancient culture and modern development
makes it a unique tourist destination worth a visit. {end-tooltip} airport for an hour’s worth of
spectacular mountains scenery. Mountain flight is suitable for all categories of traveler
especially for those restricted by time. This out of the world experience of cruising close by the
massif Himalayas is just awe inspiring. It gives you an opportunity to grasp the moment of your
dreams flying past the nine gorgeous peaks in the world ensuring tranquility to your eyes and
also the mind.

The shortest but the wildest aerial flight experience in Nepal is Bungy Jumping! Nepal only
bungy jump destination is a three hour drive from Kathmandu on top of the {tooltip} Bhote
Koshi
{endtexte} Bungee jumping or swinging over the Bhote Koshi has been described as the ‘ultimate
experience’.[4]The valley is narrow with steep hillsides towering over 2,000 metres (6,600 ft)
from the river. Nepal's first bungee jumping site is situated at Last Resort, 160 metres (520 ft)
above a gorge with the river raging below. It is 12 kilometres (7.5 mi) from the Nepal-Tibet
border.{end-tooltip} gorge. Nepal has only one but one of the best bungy jumping destination in
the world. Bungy jumping from 160 meters height down to the Bhote Koshi gorge should
definitely be your kind of adrenaline feeling adventure. This should definitely prove to be the
ultimate adventure experience of your life.
Nepal has an overabundance of adventure destinations and activities to enjoy. Nepal as a major
adventure tourism destination shall surely delight you. So if you dream of flying like kingly
eagles then do not yourself in fear of could be or might be’s. Fly free!
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